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7 octobre 2016

Age & Aging

Psychology
Pr Eric SCHMITT: «Resilience in old age»
Pr Sophie BAYARD: «Bad night? It’s normal you are old!»

Medicine
Dr Tania ZIESCHANG
Pr Carl Philipp JANSEN: «Falls, risk exposure and autonomy in high risk populations: contradicting goals or comprehensive strategy?»
Pr BOURRET: «The falls prevention initiative of the Montpellier University Hospital»
Pr DUPEYRON: «The falls prevention initiative of the Nîmes University Hospital»
Pr MILLOT-KEURINK: «Falls in the ageing institute of CARSAT»
«Deployment of the falls prevention initiative to municipalities»
«Deployment of the falls prevention initiative to balneotherapy»
Dr Didier Armaingaud: «The Siverfit programme in the falls prevention»

Language and Discourse
Pr Agnès STEUCKARDT: «Naming the old people: in search of euphemistic discourse»

Discussion
Andrea CHARTIER-BUNZEL (UPVM), Sascha DIWERSY (UPVM), Christelle DODANE (UPVM), Marie-Laure DURAND (UPVM), Sybille GROSE (U. Heidelberg, Romanistisches Seminar), Pascale LECLERCQ (UPVM), Michel LEFEVRE (UPVM), Giancarlo LUXARDO (CNRS), Agnès STEUCKARDT (UPVM), Melissa BARKAT-DEFRADAS (UM, CNRS), Beatrice DAL BO (UPVM), Maguelone NOUVEL-KIRSCHLEGER (UPVM), Brigitte PEREZ (UPVM), Lena SOWADA (U. Heidelberg, Romanistisches Seminar), Katja WIMMER (UPVM)

Cultural anthropology
«General Ethnology Workshop»
Magali DEMANGET, «Making the deaths: the heritage of the Día de muertos and his paradoxes in the Mazatec Sierra (Mexico)»
Claire Cécile MITATRE, «Age and casualness. Life contrasting routes between men and women in Tekna Oued Noun (South Morocco)»
Guido SPRENGER «The language of life and death: Soul, Body and life cycle in northern Laos»
Caroline WALLIS, «Binding people to «the cause» by the gift of one’s life: the case of martyrdom in the Kurdish national struggle in Turkey»
Jennifer YEGHICHEYAN, «Reception facilities for inmates relatives: in or out the prison? Reflexions about social issues of the prison periphery».

Contact Information
For enquiries regarding the programme, please contact:
Dr Francesca Casoni
Email: francesca.casoni@umontpellier.fr
08:00 Registration
Faculty of Medicine, University of Montpellier, 2 Rue de l'École de Médecine, Montpellier

08:30 Welcome Address
Anatomy amphitheater, Faculty of Medicine, University of Montpellier, 2 Rue de l'École de Médecine, Montpellier

Chair: Pr Konrad BEYREUTER, Dr Sascha DIWERSY

09:00 Social ethics, subsidiarity and ageing – self responsibility and shared responsibility in old age
> Pr Johannes EURICH, University of Heidelberg

09:30 The Revolution of Adult Longevity
> Dr Jean-Marie ROBINE, University of Montpellier

10:00 Nutrition in ageing and functionality
> Pr Jürgen BAUER, University of Heidelberg

10:30 Coffee break

Chair: Pr Jürgen BAUER, Pr Johannes EURICH

11:00 Montessori method applied to dementia: another way of thinking dementia care
> Dr Jérome ERKES (Montpellier)

11:30 Molecular basis and cellular basis of aging and its implications for dementia treatment and prevention
> Pr Konrad BEYREUTER, University of Heidelberg

12:00 “Aging populations” and the age of formulae in media discourse
> Dr Sascha DIWERSY, University Paul-Valéry-Montpellier 3

12:30 Closing

12:45 - 14:00 Group photo and Lunch
University Paul-Valéry-Montpellier 3, Site Saint Charles, Rue du Professeur Henri Serre, Montpellier

14:00 - 16:00 Parallel sessions
University Paul-Valéry-Montpellier 3, Site Saint Charles, Rue du Professeur Henri Serre, Montpellier

Chair: Pr Konrad BEYREUTER, Dr Carmen NUSSBAUM-KRAMMER, ZMBH laboratory, University of Heidelberg:

«Common denominators of aging»
Dr Carmen NUSSBAUM-KRAMMER, ZMBH laboratory, University of Heidelberg:
«Caenorhabditis elegans as a model system for studying non-cell autonomous mechanisms in age-associated protein-misfolding diseases»

Pr Cindy VOISINE, Northeastern Illinois University, Guest professor ZMBH, Heidelberg:
«A chaperome subnetwork safeguards proteostasis in aging and neurodegenerative disease»

Pr Jean-Michel VERDIER, MMDN laboratory, University of Montpellier:
«The use of non-human primates in aging studies and neurodegenerative diseases»

Pr Nadine MESTRE-FRANCES, MMDN laboratory, University of Montpellier:
«Cerebral aging and related pathologies – Alzheimer and Parkinson – in the lemurian primate Microcebus murinus»

Dr Julia KNOPF, ZMBH lab, Heidelberg University:
«Intramembrane proteolysis – a new protein homeostasis mechanism with implications in health and disease»

Dr Véronique PERRIER, MMDN lab, University of Montpellier:
«Prion-like mechanisms of protein propagation»

Pr Simon GALAS, IBMM lab, University of Montpellier:
«The scientist and the fountain of youth: Aging or not Aging?»